
The Integrity Project:
Re-Imagining Voter Education and Governance Transparency

Overview
The Integrity Project is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) initiative that uses AI and big data tools to improve political
transparency and integrity. Our platform offers detailed psychographic profiles of political leaders and
candidates, enabling voters to make informed decisions based on trustworthiness metrics. We aim to
transform voter education by providing deep insights into candidates' integrity and actions. The data
required to evaluate integrity also affords us the opportunity to map relationships and establish a
governance analysis framework.

Challenges Addressed
Voters often face difficulties due to the dispersed and complex nature of political information, leading to
voting decisions based on incomplete data, bias, or gut feelings. At the governance level, the complexity
and lack of transparency in political systems create barriers to accountability, fostering corruption and
inefficiency.

Innovative Solutions
● Voter Education Platform: Utilizes analytics to simplify political data, providing clear insights into

the integrity and actions of politicians. We quantify metrics such as “how well they practice what they
preach”.

● Governance Analytics Platform: Uses AI and open-source technologies to map and analyze
political relationships and systems across all levels of government, local to national. This will enable
a holistic analysis of our entire system and its myriad interactions.

Market and Competition
Unlike existing voter education sites that focus on policy and voting records, our platform uniquely
assesses and presents integrity metrics. Located in the civic-tech sector, we address a critical gap by
enhancing the accessibility and understanding of political data, offering a unique tool for voters,
journalists, and researchers. We also flip the paradigm of political analytics by focusing on candidates
rather than voter segments.

Strategic Positioning
Committed to integrity, transparency, and nonpartisanship, our platform engages a broad audience by
transcending political biases, making it a trusted resource for diverse voter demographics. This approach
not only educates but also involves citizens in governance reform, building a more informed electorate.

Business Model
Our platform balances revenue through donations, grants, and analytics services, ensuring sustainable
growth and accessibility. Initial crowdfunding aims to raise $2 million, supporting the expansion of our
services from local to national levels. This is a web-application that is hosted on the cloud. It offers the
voter education aspect for free, but monetizes a science/data dashboard for research and investigative
organizations who wish deeper access to the data.

Social Impact
By improving the integrity and transparency of leadership, we foster greater public trust and stability,
contributing positively to public safety and economic vitality. Our efforts extend beyond immediate political
insights, potentially revitalizing citizen journalism and empowering community-driven accountability. This
will form a feedback loop that generates more trustworthy leaders over time. We analyze the candidates
and distill the data → Voters elect leaders for trustworthiness → Politicians respond to the shift in voter
selection paradigms. Integrity becomes a requirement to run for office.

Join Us
If you want to join this expedition to battle dragons, please provide your email to get the latest project
updates and be among the first to know about our crowdfunding campaign launch.

● https://forms.gle/Fi4wiHRxh3aeGiNF7

https://forms.gle/Fi4wiHRxh3aeGiNF7

